Mentoring Testimonials
“Renya showed me what love really is. We all experience love in a certain way, but Renya’s energy supports us to experience
levels of love beyond the ordinary. She is so authentically present with the vibration of others that she has the ability to tap into
a person’s life vibration, and interact with them in their true vibration; a depth of love that I had never experienced before.
Working with Renya’s deep, intuitive energy and insight is life-changing!” -Randee V., Alsp (CA)
“I have been a witness to Renya’s blessed gift of spontaneous, intuitive guidance. She has been a great source of inspiration to
me, and all who know her. If you are looking to make deep lasting changes and improvements in your life, I highly recommend
that you contact her.” -Gary G., Message Therapist (CT)
“In the midst of my heartbreak, Renya’s coaching helped me to smell the flowers.” -Hamida L., Women’s Retreat Leader (CA)
“Renya has had a tremendously positive impact on my life. She is in touch with the Source, and exceptionally gifted in her
ability to transform anyone with whom she comes in contact.” -Meredith D., Department Manager, University of (CA)
“I was blessed to have Renya organize a women’s retreat at my healing center, and was amazed and deeply inspired with the
way she created sacred space and ritual for all of us so powerfully and naturally. The skills and depth of spirit and presence left
us all with a renewed sense of love and interconnectedness with each other and all things. I highly recommend her.”
-Margaretta M., Founder, Bridge Between the Worlds Retreat Center (VA)
“I met Renya as a young woman and was inspired by her spirituality, creativity, and the simplicity of her lifestyle. Her intuition
and nurturing guidance helped me to change the direction of my life towards greater meaning and purpose.” -Mira S.,
Psychotherapist and Relationship Coach (CA)
“Renya, I don’t know what it was, but when I was staying at the hostel in Memphis with friends, I was drawn to you. Something
brought us together, and I just felt like you were a good person who I could tell anything to. I was at a low point in my life then,
really down and out, hurting over a relationship breakup. Our conversation gave me hope and encouragement to move on. I
really am glad we met during your travels across country. Without your inspirational input, I would not be added to my
wonderful amber to equal adam +amber= A^2.” -Adam B., happily married in (AR)
“You became a powerful catalyst in my life encouraging me to let go of all my old crusty concepts about who I am, and to
explore my inner life afresh. You introduced me to so much wonderful nourishment, as food, as music, as dance, as adventure,
as devotion. Your beautiful loving spirit drew me out of my shell and infused me with a healing joyfulness, a delight in life that
showed up in a gazillion ways, and even toward a sweet appreciation for myself that has been missing all my life. In your
example, I am learning to see every moment as a work of art, a gift to be shared as an expression of the divine within each of
us. Thank you for uncovering my heart!” -Nessa Prema Maria (CT)
“Renya’s mentoring is but one from a palette of gems she shares. Her gifts are vital and so needed at this time, and the world is
asking for her to bring them forth. What Renya offers through her mentoring is true love. She radiates divinity, and offers
guidance for those who are seeking to be connected with theirs.” -Randall B., Earth Steward (NM)
“I’ve had the privilege of experiencing internal journeys with Renya that have far exceeded anything I’ve ever encountered. She
is a rare person, and one of the most gifted healers I’ve ever known.” -Christine Fischer, Transformational Dancer (VA)
“Renya came into my life literally the way Spirit always does, out of nowhere. She is a bird on a wire suddenly speaking to my
heart. She said, “It is all one thing. Separation is an illusion. We are all part of a whole. We are all love and so many of the
battles we fight are simply walking us back home to love.” Her presence, her laughter, her storytelling, her crafts speak of a
land beyond the river that they call the sweet forever. We all have access to this land, but for so many of us, someone like
Renya is a guide in a world that seems to be dominated by cars and cans of worms. Renya pulls back the curtain and says, “Look
the Wizard of Oz is just a man pulling levers.” Working with Renya will open your heart to all that is, was, and ever shall be. My
partner and I love her very much and welcome her work in our neighborhood any time.” -Pat J., Minister (SC)
“Renya’s gift is difficult to describe. The magic, beauty, and wisdom that pours through and emanates from her is truly
magnificent. She is a body in prayer, so to feel her lead me on a journey into myself was truly a privilege and deep blessing. I
found myself transported into the Earth and Cosmic energies, safely feeling my own unique connection to Source. I would
encourage anyone to go on an inspirational adventure with her…..what a JOY!” -Maia O., Transformational Songwriter (VA)
“You have been one of the greatest eye openers I’ve encountered in my life. You have shown me how the spirit of play, no
matter how old you are, is so very important for well-being in this stressful world. You have opened many doors into my soul.
Thank you so very much!” -Valinda S., Healer (CT)

“Renya is inspiration…from the first moment we met at a spiritual gathering of about 80 people at Swannanoa Palace in Afton,
Virigina, in 2012, when she expressed to me that spirit nudged her to stand next to me, I have been in total amazement of how
she lives her life. We spent three weeks together which were utterly delightful and amazing. The blog she writes, the colorful,
scented prayer bundles she creates, and the many beautiful travel photographs inspire me greatly. The courage she has to open
to the unknown and manifest her dreams makes her a spiritual guide of the highest caliber. She is truly a woman of great grace,
knowledge, and wisdom.” -Gabriele R., (SC)
“Renya, you have been such an inspiration by believing in me! Your kindness and acceptance has opened me up to more of the
universe. It feels so good to have someone believe in you. In your presence, everything feels like I can succeed as long as I stay
focused. Your generosity in giving of your gentleness, kindness, quiet, secure, thoughtful, and non-judgmental nature is
priceless.” -Christine C., Owner of Home2Joy (CT)
“I have known Renya since 1992. I honor, respect, and recommend her for her loving, heartfelt, creative, joy-full,
compassionate, inspirational Being and work. Her angelic and fairy connections amplify her tender presence and contact. I am
blessed to have crossed Paths with, and served with, this extraordinary woman.” -Soldann/Stan Greenberg, PhD., Psychologist
and Multidimensional Guide and Confidante (MA)
“Renya is gifted in relationship with the Divine essence being. Her presence is peace, wisdom, oneness, beauty, and grace.
Thank you for the dance of life, love, and joy that you are.” -Sharon W., LivingEden Radio Show Host (CT)
“I admire Renya’s free spirit, creativity, powerful spirituality, and passion for life. She has an amazing ability to guide. Her bright
light has lifted my spirit and filled my heart with joy during heavy life challenges. I am often reminded of an image she shared
with me around letting go of the past and opening to the present following the loss of a relationship…I was growing feathers
one by one through my healing and grieving journey, and when my wings were full and strong, I would indeed be able to fly! As
a bird lover this image is powerfully supportive.” -Colleen A., Social Services Program Manager (AK)
“Renya brings the love in her heart and the beauty in her soul to all that she does. As friend and Sister for many, many years, in
addition to touching me with her wise counsel, I know of the many others who have been blessed by her wisdom, guidance,
and love of life.” -Ania-Sophia Masara (MD)
“Renya models acceptance: of herself, of others, and of circumstances. She is, therefore, one of the most truly free people I
have ever known. With full trust in her intuition and the unshakeable belief that all things in this world are unfolding on
schedule, she lives the pure flow of Spirit. This allows her to genuinely hear your truth, to remain unfailingly open, and to
impart her unshakeable sense of joyous wellbeing. I have had the great good fortune to know Renya well for many decades.
Her faith in the ways of the universe has given me courage, her unconditional love has helped me to heal deep wounds, and her
pure delight in the adventure of life always fills me with awe. Make contact with Renya and you will find beauty, strength, hope,
and understanding in yourself you didn't know you had. You will see living proof that letting go of all but your true self and
wholeheartedly following your soul purpose allows the boundless resources of this loving universe to weave miracles in your
life.” -AZ., Artist, (MD)

